This week we are exploring the
jungles of Madagascar. We are sure
to find obstacles in our way so need
to rehearse our super jumping to
make it back home safely!

Jumping for distance...
After hours walking we find a jungle
river. We must cross without getting wet!

How
can we
cross?

Jumping for height...as we make our way
through the forest, we stumble across a
fallen tree...

How
can we get
over it?

Jumping to balance...as we come to the
edge of the jungle, we must navigate
stepping stones without getting wet

How can
we stay
balanced?

When catching any object, try to do the
following things.

Try the bean bag catch challenge!

Gently throw the beanbag in the air. Catch it in 2
hands.
Challenge: clap your hands before catching!
Can you touch the floor before catching?

Gently throw the beanbag in the air with one hand
and catch it with the other.
Challenge: how close to the floor can you catch
your beanbag?

Too hard? Try doing these
tasks using a bib instead!
Too easy? Try using a
tennis ball!

Try the bounce catch challenge!

Gently bounce the tennis ball on the floor. Catch it
in two hands. How many catches can you make?
Challenge: can you bounce the ball and catch it in
one hand?

Gently bounce the tennis ball against the floor. Hit
the ball with the palm of your hand before catching.
Challenge: can you hit the ball with both hands
before catching?

Too hard? Try using a bigger
ball.
Too easy? Hit the ball with a
different body part after the
bounce (foot, knee, shoulder etc)

This will challenge your balance, coordination and accuracy!

Balance a beanbag on your foot. Gently flick your
foot and try to land the beanbag in a hoop. Repeat
for all hoops. How many can you get in?
Challenge: try using your left foot too!

Stand
here

Too hard? Try using your hands to throw
the beanbag.
Too easy? Try balancing the beanbag on
your heel and flicking it backwards.

Transfer the tennis balls from one
cone to the other as fast as you can!
Go go go!

How can you
move quicker?

What are your
team mates doing
well?

Challenge
yourself by
using only 1
hand!

Encourage your
team mates!

Use the tennis racket or hockey stick
to control your beanbag around the
space.

Push the
beanbag
rather than
hit it.

How can you
change
direction?

Name spell: can you visit
cones to spell out your
name?
Sport spell: can you visit
cones to spell out your

Place your hands on a red spot. Try to bounce your
legs from side to side over the bench, moving your
hands up the spots as you go!

In this game, children will work on their throwing & catching with
a partner to score as many points as possible. Hoops are
scattered in the area filled with beanbags and other objects that
are worth points. One player must run and stand in a hoop, their
partner throws them a ball and if caught, they may return an
object from the hoop back to their cone. If no catch is made, they
return empty handed and swap positions.

Using the chosen object, try some of
the following challenges!

Place the object on the strings of the racket. Can you
walk around the space and keep the object balanced? Can
you balance high and low?

Can you hit the object into the air without
it hitting the floor? How many can you
do? Can you hit with alternate sides of
your racket?

Throw your object
into the air with your
hand. Can you catch it
on your racket
strings?

Stand facing a partner with your
object on your racket. On the
count of 3 can you swap objects
by throwing to each other?

Test your throwing skills to see just how
accurate you are. Direction and weight of throw
are very important!

Position a cone at the end of the bench with 4 beanbags. One at a time,
children try to land a bean bag on a spot by throwing under arm.
Progression:
- have children stand sideways on to the bench giving them a smaller
surface area to land the beanbag on.
- children stand on one leg as they throw.
- try using both arms. Which is better?

